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Abstract

Models

Invoice recognition has the unique challenge of extracting structured information
from unstructured document, with unpredictable templates and choices of
keywords. For this project, “bags of potential features” are generated to capture
aspects of invoice layout, and then evaluated in multiple models to reveal the key
properties that identify specific fields of interest. 8 fields of interest (including a
negative class) are trained from 97 different templates, with 4.58 % training error
and 19.40 test error.

Data Preparation

Three models (Naive Bayes, logistic regression, and SVM) are evaluated against the feature set:

Naive Bayes:
Logistic Regression:
SVM Loss Function:
In the input matrix to the model, the
-entry of this matrix represents whether the
distinct feature appears for the
training data. Each
text token has the potential to be included in the input matrix multiple times, to represent different feature selection rules (for instance,
“invoice_nearby” and “invoice_halign” are two distinct features for text token “invoice”, indicating whether another training data is close by
or horizontally aligned with it).

Fig. 1 Sample Invoice

Feature Selection
“Bags of raw features” are generated from the input data that are indicative of
various nature of the token, such as its alignment and distance with other tokens,
as well as its own type. The ~2000 features generated are then further evaluated
based on KL divergence, and selected via filter feature selection.

[feature selection GRAPH]

Fig. 2 Feature Selection for Naive Bayes
(F1-Score on Training Set)

Future Works

Results and Discussions

Training data is made of the list of text
tokens and their coordinates, and are
labelled to match the fields of interest (or 0
otherwise).

Fig. 3 Feature Selection for SVM
(F1-Score on Training Set)

Best Training Error
(%, ~1490 tokens)

Best Test Error
(%, ~638 tokens)

Naive Bayes

16.67

25.44

SVM

4.58

19.40

Logistic Regression

8.06

19.40

Overall, naive Bayes performs noticeably poorer than the other two models, which
is likely due to the fact that naive Bayes assumes independence among features,
which is incorrect for this problem (e.g. a token that is vertically aligned is likely
to show up in the “nearby” set as well). Feature selection results indicate that
naive Bayes is also extremely sensitive to overfitting, while logistic regression
and SVM are robust enough even with too many non-indicative features.
Fig. 4 on the right indicates that
performance can vary significantly for
different classes even under the same
set of feature selection rules. Classes
that perform poorly tend to have
inconsistent positioning and less
overall presence in training data (such
as PO#), or has overly similar features
to other classes (such as Invoice Date
and Due Date, that are both date type
and usually positioned next to each
other).

More work is needed to handle overfitting,
which includes regularization, training data
size expansion, and “Wrapper” model feature
selection uptake for more precise results.
Further analysis might be worthwhile on the
effectiveness of the current set of feature
selection rules in capturing the inherent
nature of invoice layout, and perform
rule-level feature selection on a larger pool
of potential feature generation rules.
Additionally, current results are largely
affected by poor OCR and pdf text extraction
performance, which suggests investigation
on more optimized OCR and text extraction
solutions or collection of higher quality
invoice images.
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